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The paper concerns a least redundancy problem of queries of order two in a 
combinatorial fi e organization scheme. Every record will be assumed to have m 
attributes, each of them having n levels, and the queries of order two will be 
identified with edges of a complete m-partite graph g~(n,..., n). S. Yamamoto, 
S. Tazawa, K. Ushio, and H. Ikeda have proved that if c ~< (m-1) ,  then 
the graph, termed "claw with degree c," has the least redundancy among 
all the graphs consisting of c edges over g~(n,..., n), and they presented a file 
organization scheme realizing the least redundancy. S Tazawa and S. Yamamoto 
have proved that the claw with degree c has the least redundancy even in the 
case of c <~ n(m -- 1). The purpose of this paper is to introduce some trans- 
formations of graphs over Kin(n,..., n) and to prove that a graph termed "complete 
normal form" has the least redundancy in any case of c > 0. In mathematical 
language, the problem here is stated as follows: Let g be an n-dimensional 
lattice point space {1 ..... m} × ' "  × {1,..., m}. For fixed i , j  (i :~ j), p,p', we 
define a subset V(i, j ,p,p')  = {vcV;v i  =p,  v~ =p '}CV.  For a given 
possible integer c, how should we select cmutually different V(i, j, p, p') such that 
the number of lattice points contained in the union of them is minimum. The 
solution is Theorem 5, and Theorem 7 gives a formula for finding the minimum 
number. 
INTRODUCTION 
The  recent advance of hardware systems provides us with high-speed,  large- 
vo lume memory  devices and br ings us on- l ine use of more than 100 bi l l ion 
bytes of data. A long wi th  this  development,  basic studies of software to exploit 
it have been advanced. As an example of one of them, there is a s tudy of basic 
theory for in format ion retr ieval systems which may affect "content  retr ieval 
p rob lems."  There  are two alternate means of measurement  to evaluate the 
per formance of any in format ion  retr ieval system. One is retr ieval t ime, and the 
other  is redundancy  of memory  storage. General ly,  improvement  of one may be 
establ ished by sacrifice of the other.  Elias and F lower (1975) demonst ra ted  
t rad ing  curves between the two measurements  us ing a s imple model  of an 
in format ion retr ieval system. 
In  order  to min imize retr ieval t ime, we usual ly make a file which consists 
only of index parts  or the accession umbers  of real records. When a computer  
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is required to retrieve the records pertinent o one query, it first searches the 
index file, finds the accession numbers, and finally provides us with those 
records. Therefore it would be better if th e acession umbers of recores pertinen 
to one query were stored together in the memory storage.: However, it would 
cause much redundancy of storage, and therefore we shall try to assign one 
memory storage to a subset of queries. The memory storage assigned to a subset 
of queries is called a "bucket" of the subset. The acession umber of each record 
appears at most once in some buckets. Briefly, the design of a balanced filing 
scheme involves decomposition Of the set of possible queries. A small numbe 
of buckets will cause a long retrieval time and a large number of buckets will 
cause much redundancy of storage. A theory of balanced filing schemes has 
been developed since 1965 by many researches. 
Consider the queries of order two. For instance, "find the records whose levels 
of attributes c~ and fi are i and j, respectively." Clearly, this type of query is used 
very often in most information retrieval systems. I f  the attribute a has n~ levels 
then the queries of order two are identified with the edges of a complete m- 
partite graph K~,(n 1..... n~). Yamamoto et al., (1975, 1977) have been thoroughly 
studying this type of query, for which they prove that if every record has m 
attributes with n levels each, and is equally probable, then a set consisting of c 
queries of order two, c ~ m-  1, has the least redundancy when it makes an 
evenly partite claw with degre c over K~(n,,., n). They also prove that K~ 
(n,..., n) can be partitioned into disjoint claws with the sam e degree c if and only 
if (~)n 2 is an integral multiple of c and m ~ c @ 1 0r.m ~ c @ 1 + (c -- 1)/n 2 
depending on whether c is even or odd.  The number of buckets becomes 
(~)n2/c. As a result, if we wish to use a number of buckets smaller than mn~/2, 
we then have to consider types of partition: different from the one by claws 
with the same degree. Recently, Tazawa and Yamamoto (1977) have shown 
that even if c <~ n(m -- 1) an evenly partite claw with degree c has the least 
redundancy. The object of this paper is to  describe transformations of graphs 
over K,,(n,..., n) which decrease the redundancy, and to present the graph 
termed "complete normal form" which has the least redundancy in any case 
of c > 0. It seems to be useful in dealing with the partition of K~,(n,..., n) that, 
for many couples of graphs, we may see which one has less redundancy for each 
couple in terms of the transformations described in the paper. 
In mathematical language, the problem here is stated as follows: Let V be 
an n-dimensional lattice point space {1 ..... m} × "" × {1 .... , m}. For fixed i ,  
j (i ~ j ) ,  p, p', we define a subset V(i,j, p, p') = {vE V; v i = p, v~ = p '}C V. 
:For a given possible integer c, how should we select c mutually different 
g(i, j, p, p') such that the number of lattice points contained in the union of 
them is minimum ? The solution is Theorem 5, and Theorem 7 gives a formula 
for finding the minimum number. 
DEFINITION 1. Let m, n be integers greater than 1. A = {1,..., a,..., m} and 
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L --  {1,..., i ,.., n} are calIed the set of attributes and the set of levels, respectively, 
and the mappings r of A to L are called the records. The set of all records will 
be denoted by  f2 and the image of ~c  A under r E £~ will be written as r(~), 
Le tV  ~=a ×L~{(a ,  1 )~. . . , (%n)} ,~A,  andV= V ~U. - -L )  V "~=A ×L;  
here × means the Cartesian product of sets. Each element q = (~, i) of V is 
called a query of order one with attribute a and level i. A record r is pertinent 
to a query q = (~, i ) i f  r(c~) ----- i, written by q(r) = 1. The set of records which 
are pertinent o a query q wi!l be denoted by [q], that is [q] = {r e O; q(r) = l}. 
We denote by #X the cardinality of a set X, for instance, #D = n ~ and #[q] 
n '~-~. A probability P(X) of a subset X of £2 is defined by P(X) = #X/n% 
For convenience, define [¢] = ;~ and P(~) = 0. Clearly, P([q]) =- l/n for 
every qE V. If  q E a × L , .q 'e f i×  L and c~ @ fi then q ^ q' is query of order 
two and [q ^  q'] = {r E [2; q(r) = q'(r) = 1}. A query of higher order is similarly 
defined. P([q ^ q']) = P([q]) .p([q']) = 1In 2 holds. It  should be noted that the 
probability is invariant (inder permutations over A and L. That is, let (r and r 
be permutations over A j and L, respectively, and define, for q = (a, i) and 
Q = q~ A "" A qT~, ((~, z)q = (~(cO, z(i)) and ((7, .r)Q ~ (~, ~-)ql A ".- ^ (or, "r)q~, 
then P([Q]) = P([(cr, z)Q]). Each query q^ q' of order two is sometimes called 
the edge connecting the element qand q' of V, and the set of all edges, or the 
set of all queries of order two , is written by E, The graph (V, E) is termed a 
complete m-partite graph usually written as Kn~(n,..., n). Let Q -~ ql A ' "  h ql: 
be a query of order k and let ~ ~ {Qll .... QC} be a set of queries. Define ] Q [ 
{qt .... ,qk}, I(/)] = UiQi  and [~] ={re~;  Qi(r) = 1 for some i} = [Qa]kJ 
-.. u [Q~]. I f  Q~ = q ^ q~ for i ~ {1,..., c} then • is called a partite claw with 
root q and leaf points {q~ ,..., q~}, written by (b =q % {q~ ,..., q~} or q-~ S, 
S = {q~ ..... q~}. Finally we shall define an ordering over V and a grade function 
G. Define, for (a, i) and ('/3, ~) of V, (c~, i) ~< (/3, j)  if either i < j or i = j and 
~</9. The symbol ~ denotes a total ordering over V. (~, i) < (/3, j )  denotes 
(~, i) ~ (/3; j )  and (~, i) =/= (/3, j). For a set ~ of queries of order two and a query 
q of order one let G(~, q) = #{Q ~ ~; q~ [Q I}, and let G(q)) be a mapping 
of V to the set of nonnegative integers {0, 1, 2,...} defined as G(q))(q) = G(q~, q) 
for q ~ V. Define G(7 0 ~>, G(£5) if G(~)  = G(qS) or G(7 t, q) > G(£5, q) holds for 
the least q such that G(~, q) =/= G(q~, q). G(T)  > G((b) denotes G(T)  >~ G(q~) 
and G(7 ~) @ G(~). 
LEMMA ]. (a) Let T 1 , . . , T t  be sets of records, then P (T  1 ~ "" u T~) t 
~7~=1 (- - l~+a W. j  ~ ' i  ..... "~ P'tT.~ '1 • ~'" t'3 Tik); here ~ i  1 ..... ik denotes the sum for all 
combinations of ia ,..., i~ such that i 1 < "" < ik <~ t. Especially, P(  T 1 u T2) 
P(T1) + P(T2) --  P(T~ (~ T2),  
(b) ~Let ~)1 and ~2 be se~s of queries, lhen [(~1] ~ [(~2] ~ [(~)1 ~ (~2]- 
(c) I f  ~ = q ~ S,then P([~)]) - -  P([qJ) • P([S]) = P([S])/n. 
(d) Consider a ~et ¢ C E and a query (2 = (~, i) ^ (~, j ) .  
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Let  S ai = {qe V; (a,i) A qeqS}, S Bj = {qe V; (fi, j )  ^ qeO},  D ~i = S ~i -- 
fl xL  = {q; qeS ~i but q¢f i  ×L}, D ~ = S ~-a  ×L  and R = {QeO;  
[Q ] c~ (~ × L v fi × L) = ;g}, then P([O] n [Q]) = P([D ~i t.) D ~ w [R])/n ~. 
(e) Let SCV and v~ =#(Sna  ×L),  aeA,  then P([S]) = 1 - -H  
(~ - ~/n) .  
Proof. (a) This is the principle of inclusion and exclusion. 
(b) I f  r e [01 n Oe] then there exists q e • 1 n O~ such that r e [q]. There- 
fore r e [q] C [01] n [Oe]. 
(c) Is clear. 
(d) Let us write q bai : (~, i) % D ~i, q~i  =- (fi, j )  ~ D~Y. If  q e ~ × L tA 
fi × L and q¢ I Q ] then [q] ~ [Q] = ~.  Therefore 
P([O] c3 [Q]) ~- P( [R  u • ~i u OoJ] n [Q]) 
P([R] n [Q]) + P( [O  ~ w ooJ] n [Q]) 
-P ( [n ]  c~ [o~ u o~J] n [Q]) 
P([n])/n~ + P( [D~ u DBJ])/n~ 
--P([R] n [D ~i U DeJ])/n ~ 
P([R] t) [D ~i t3 D~J])/n 2. 
(e) Let S~ = S n ~ × L. P([S~]) = #S~{n = v~/n. By (a), 
P([S]) = P([Si] U ".. u [S~]) 
= E( -1 )  k+' E (Mn)" ' (M n) 
k=l  i I . . . . .  i k 
= 1 - (~ - n /n )  " ( i  - ~ /n)  = 1 - o (1  - ~ jn ) .  
LEMMA 2. Let 0 be a subset of E. Assume that (~, i) e ] 0 I, (~, j )  e I 0 I and 
i @j. Let S k = {q; (~, k) ^  q e 0}, k eL.  Define 7tC E as follows, 
W = (0  -- (~, i) ~ S i -- (o~,j) -~ S t) t3 ((a, i) ~ S i u S 0 kJ ((c~,j) .~ S i n SJ). 
That is, 7 g is obtained from replacing the claws (~, i) -~ S i and (%j) ~ S j in 0 
by (~, i) ~ S i u SJ and (~, j )  ~ S i n S (  Then #0 = #T and P([T]) ~ P[(O]). 
Proof. LetO k = (a ,k )~S k ,keL ,W i =(a , i )~S iuS  j, TJ = ( , , j )  
S ins  tandR= O- -uO k .ThenO =01U- ' ' L /O  nk JR ,and7 I is obtained 
by replacing O i U OJ with 7tik) g_t~ in the expression of O. Since [O k] n [0 h] = ;~ 
if k :/: h, P([O]) = ~k=l P([Ok]) + P([R]) --  Y:k=l P([ Ok] ~ [R]) from Lemma 
l(a). p([tp]) is similarly expanded and we have 
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P([T])  - -  P([q)]) = P([T~]) + P([T~]) - -  P([q~]) - -  P([¢J]) 
- -{P([Tq n [R]) 4- P([Ts] n [R]) - -  P([q~] (~ [R]) 
-p ( [¢q  n [~])}. 
Then by Lemma l(c), 
n{P([T]) - -  p([cb])} = p([S ~ U S~]) + P([S ~ n S~]) - -  P([Si]) --  P([S~]) 
I {p( [s i  a S j] (3 [R]) 4- P([S i (5 S i] (3 [R]) 
- -P( [S  i] (3 [R]) - -  P([S~] n [R])} 
-= P([S i U S ~] (3 JR] c) @ P([S i n S~] 
c3 [R] ~) --  P([Sq n [R] ~) --  P([S j] n [R]~). 
Since 
P(W u sq n jR]c) 
= P( [S  i] n [R] ~) + P([S~] ~ [R] ~) - -  P ( [S  ~] n [S ¢] n [R]¢), 
we have 
n{P([T]) - -  p([~b])} = p( [s  ~ n Nil n [R] c) - -  P([S i] n [SJ] n [R] ~) ~ 0. 
#q~ : #T  is clear. 
DEFINITION 2. The transformation from q) to T performed in Lemma 2 
will be referred to as the first normalization (1N) with respect o (o~, 1) and (~, j). 
A subset ~ C E is a first normal form (1NF) w.r.t, an attribute ~ of A when 
(~, i) A q ~ ~ holds for any q such that (c¢, j )  A q E ~b for some j > i. • is a first 
normal form when it is 1NF w.r.t, o~ for every ~ of A[. 
THEOREM i. Let q> be a subset of E. Then, there exists a 1NF ~ which satisfies 
the following three conditions: (1) #¢ = #W, (2) P([q>])~ P([T]), and (3) 
G(~) < G(T)  if q5 @ T. 
Proof. I f  ~ '  is obtained from ~ through 1N w.r.t. (~, i) and (~,j), i < j ,  
then G(¢')  > G(~) clearly holds. #¢ = #¢ '  and P(¢)  ~> P(q~') also hold by 
Lemma 2. Therefore the 1NF !P of the theorem can be obtained by repeated 
applications of 1N w.r.t. (a, i) and (%j)  for any possible c~ ~ A and i < j  until 
no 1N can produce a different set. 
LEMMA 3. Let q) be a 1NF w.r.t, c~ and fi (~ ~ fi) and (~, i) < (fi, j )  be 
elements of V. Let B = {q~ V Ic~ xL ;  (fi, j )  A q~ but (a,i) A q~} U 
{(o,, h) ~ ~ × L, k > j, (fi, j )  ^ (~, h) E ~ and (oq i) ^ (fi, h) ~ ~} and R = qb -- 
(fl, j )  ~ B. Define A = {q ~ B; q ~ ~ × L} a {(/3, h); (o~, k) ~ B} and~= ((o~, i) % 
A) ~ R. Then #~ : #~,  P([~]) ~> p([W]) and G(~) < G(W) if ~ ~ W. 
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Proof. #~ = #7 ~ is clear. Since P([@]) - -  P([T]) = p([(fi, j )  ~ B]) -}- 
P([R]) --  P([fi, j)  ~ B] n JR]) - -  P([(cq i) ~ A]) - -  P([R]) -]- P([ . ,  i) ~ M) n 
[R]) : P([(c~, i) % A] n [R]) --  P([(fi, j )  -~ B]n  JR]), we only have to show 
that there exists an injection of [(/3, j )  % B] ~ [R] to [(~, i) ~ A] n [R] to prove 
P([~]) ~> P([T]). Define a mapp ingf  of [(/3, j)] to [(~, i]) as follows: 
For r ~ [(/3, j)] let 
f(r)(~) = i if ~ = a 
=r (~)  if ~=/3  
=- r(~) otherwise. 
Clearly, f is an injection of [(fl, j)] to [(~, i)]. We shall show f(r)  c [(c~, i) 
N] ~ [R] if r ~ ([/3, j )  ~ B] (3 [R]. Let r ~ [(/3, j)  % B] (3 [R]. We first show 
f (r)  ~ [(~, i) % A]. Since r ~ [(/3, j)  ~ B], there exists q ~ B so that r ~ [(/3, j)  A q]. 
I f  q~ ×L  then qEA and f ( r )~[ (~, i )Aq]C[ (a , i )~A] .  I f  q=(c~,k )  
a × L then (/3, k) ~ A and f(r)(fi) = r(c~) = k, therefore f(r)  ~ [(~, i) % A]. 
Second, we show that f (r)  ~ [R]. Since r E JR], there exists q A q' ~ R so that 
rE[q ^ q']. 
Case 1~ q, q' 6 o~ x L u /3 × L. Clear lyf (r )  e [qAq ' ]C[R]  because r and 
f (r)  are equal in the attributres different from ~ and/3. 
Case 2. q E fl X L, q' ~ c~ X L. Since r ~ [(/3, j)], q = (/3, j), and this means 
(a, i) A q' ~ R, therefore f(r)  E [(a, i) A q'] C [R]. 
Case 3. q~o~ x L, q'c/3 x L. Let q~(o~,k) .  First consider the case 
k : r(a) > i. 
It follows from the assumption of ~ to be 1NF w.r.t, c~ that (~, i) A q' e ~, 
Since (o~,i) Aq '6 ( /3 , j )~B,  we have (~,i) Aq 'ER  and therefore f (r)  
[(~, i) n q'] C [R]. Second, consider the case k =- r(c~) < i. Since r ~ [(/3, j)  % B], 
there exists p of B such that r ~ [(/3; j)  A p]. Then it follows from the definition 
of B and r(c 0 < i that p 6 ~ x L. Then we have (fl, r(~)) n p e q) because 
j ~> i > r(~) and q) is 1NF w.r.t./3. Therefore f ( r )  ~ [(/3, r(~)) A p] C [R]. 
Case 4. q~ × L, q' ~/3 x L. In this case q '=( /3 , j )  and r(/3) = j .  Let 
q ~- (~, k). I f  k > j then (a, i) ^ (/3, k) e R because (/3, j )  ^ (~, k) ~ R, and 
therefore f(r) ~ [(~, i) A (/3, k)] C [R]. Second, assume that j ~< k ~< i. Since 
q A q '~ ~, (c~, i) ~< q, (/3, k) ~< q' and ~ is 1NF w.r.t, c~ and/3, we have (c~, i) A 
(/3, k) ~ q). Because k ~ j ,  (e~, i) A (fi, k) ~ R. Thus, f(r)  ~ [(~, i) A (/3, k)] C [R]. 
Finally assume that k > i. Since r ~ [B], there exists p ~ V so that (/3, j )  A p ~ B. 
Then (/3, k) A p ~ ~. Clearly (t3, k) A p ~ B. Thus we have f(t)  ~ [(/3, k) A p] C 
[R]. It is clear that G(q)) < G(T) if # @ T. 
DEFINITION 3. The transformation from # to 5 v performed in the previous 
lemma will be referred to as the second normalization (2N) w.r.t. (~, i) and 
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(/3, j). ~b is a second normal form (2NF) w.r:t. ~ and/3 if it satisfies the following 
condition: I f  q ~ c~ × L w /3 × L, q' ~ o~ × L ~ fi × L, q < q', q' A p ~ q) and 
q A p ~ E, then q A p ~ q~. (b is a second normal form (2NF) when • is 2NF 
w.r.t, each pair of 6 and/3. 
THEOREM 2. Let q~ be 1NF. Then there exists 2NF satisfying the following 
three conditions: (1) #q~ = #~,  (2) P([q~])/> P([k~]), and (3) a (~b)< a(7  ~) 
if~b =#~v. 
Proof. T of the theorem will be found by repeated applications of 1N 
and 2N by Theorem 1 and Lemma 3. 
DEFINITION 4. Let ~0 be 2NF w.r.t, c~ and /3 (6 @/3) and (a, i) < (tiff, j). 
Suppose that Q~ = (tiff, j )  A (~, h) ~ q) for k > i and Qz = (6, i) A (/3, h) ¢~b for 
some h. Let 7 t = (q~ -- Q1) k9 Qz. The transformation from q) to W will be 
referred to as the third normalization (3N) of q~ w.r.t. (c~, i) and (/3, J)- ~b is a 
third normal form (3NF) w.r.t. 6 and/3; then it is 2NF w.r.t, c¢ and/3 and satisfies 
the following condition: I f  q, q', p ~ ~ × L k) fi × L, q < q', q < p and q' A p ~ q~ 
then q ~ 9, × L C ~b, where 9' is e i ther ,  or/3 depending on whether the attribute 
of q is/3 or a, respectively, rb is a third normal form (3NF) if q~ is 3NF w.r.t. 
each pair of 6 and/3. 
THEOREM 3. Let q) be 2NF. Then there exists 3NF satisfying the following 
three conditions: (1) #~b = #7 z, (2) P([~]) ~> P([~]), and (3) G(~O) < G(~) 
ifcb @ ~Y. 
Pro@ I f  the third normalization satisfies conditions (1), (2), and (3), then T 
of the theorem shall be obtained by repeated applications of 1N, 2N, and 3N 
until none of them can produce any new set. Therefore let us assume that 
(c¢, i) < (6, h), (c¢, i) < (/3, j), Q1 = (~, k) ^  (/3, J) ~ q~ andQ~ = (6, i) A (/3, h) ¢~b 
for some h, and let 71= (q ) -Q1)uQ2.  Let D ~r = {q~V;(3 ,  r) A q~ 
andq~ ×Lk) /3  ×L}, andR ={Q~q) ;  IQ I t3 (6  ×Lkgfifi ×L)  ~ ;~}.It 
follows from Lemma l(d) that P([~P]) - -  P([#]) = P ( [q~-  Q1] (3 [Q1]) - 
P([~b - Q1] ~ [Q2]) = {P([ D~j k9 D ~1~] k) [R]) - -  P([D ~i kd D B~ ]` U [R])}/n ~. Since 
D ~i D D ~s u D ~k from the assumption of q~ to be 2NF w.r.t, c~ and/3, P([~]) ~< 
P([q)]) holds. 
DEFINITION 5. Let q5 be a subset of E. An element (~, i) of V is full in q) 
when (a, i) % (V - -  ~ × L) C q~. Let q, q' be elements of V. We say that q 
covers q', written as q >~ q', when q > q' and no p satisfies q > p > q'. 
LEMMA 4. Let q5 be 2NF and (~, i), (fi, j )  be elements of V such that any 
(6', i') < (a, i)is full but (~, i)is not full, (~, i) ~ ([3, j )and (/3, j) A q ~ q) for some 
q>( f l ,  j). Let (9,,k) =max{q;(/3,  j) A q~q~ and q>(/3, j )} ,  (3, h) =ra in  
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{q; (o~, i) ^ q (~ 4 and q ~ ~ × L} and Q1 = (fi, j )  ^ (7, k), Q2 ~- (~, i) A (3, h). 
I f  4 is 3NF w.r.t, c~ and fi then 7 -t ---- (4  - -Q1) (J Q2 satisfies the following three 
conditions: (1) #4 = #T (2) P([O]) ~> P([gJ]), and (3) G(O) < G(T). 
Proof. First we show (7, k) < (3, h). Assume that (7, h) >~ (3, h). I f  7 :/: 
then (~, i) ^ (7, k) ~ • because (fi, j )  ^ (Y, h) e 4 and (cq i) < (fi, j). Then it 
follows from (o~, i) ^ (7, k) ~ 4, (7, k) >~ (3, h) and ~ ~ 3 that (c~, i) ^ (3, h) ~ O; 
this is a contradiction. I f  7 = c~ then (fl, j)  ^ (~, k) ~ 4 and (c~, k) > (~, i), 
which means (c~, i) -~ fi × L C O. Especially, (a, i) ^ (fi, n) ~ 4 and (fi, n) < 
(3, h). This means h = h = n and fi < 3 < c~. Since (c~, n) ^ (/3, j)  ~ 4, we have 
(3, n) ^ (fi, j )  ~ 4 and (3, n) ^ (~, i) ~ 4; this contradicts the choice of (3, h). 
Thus (Y, k) < (5, h) is proved. Let S "i = {q ~ V; (c~, i) ^ q ~ 4}, S ~j = {q ~ V; 
(fi, j )  ^ q ~ 4}, and so on. Let R =~ = {Q a O; [Q I c~ (~ × L u 3 × L) = ~}, 
R e" ={QE4;  I Q ln ( f i  ×Lt37  ×L)  ~ ;~}. Since (a , i )<(5 ,  h), (fi, j )<  
(7, k) and4 is2NF ,  wehaveS ~-3  ×LDS ~-c~ ×L  and S B j -7  ×LD 
S "~ --  fi × L. Therefore, by Lemma l(d), 
P([~]) - -  P([q)]) = P( [4  --  Q1] c~ [91]) - P( [4  - QI] c~ [Qz]) 
= ~(P([R~'] a [S Bj - -  7 × L]) - -  P([R "~] w [S ~ --  8 × L])}/n 2. 
Since any (a', i') < (~, i) is full and 4 is 2NF, we have (c~, i) ^ q ~ 4 whenever 
q<(3 ,  h) and q~c¢ ×L .  That is, S ~-3  ×L  = {q~V; q<(3 ,  h)} --  
a × L t.3 ~ × L. Since (/3, j )  ^ (7, h) ~ 4 and (o~, i) < (7, k), we have (/3, j )  ^ 
(~, i) ~ 4 and therefore by similar reasoning S~ --  7 × L = {q ~ V; q < (7, k)} -- 
fi ×L~7 ×L .  
We shall now prove [S ~i - -  3 × L] D [R~]. Suppose that q >/(3, h), q' >/ 
(3, h) and q ^ q' e R ~. We may assume q' > q. Then (o~, i) ^ q' ~ 4 and (~, i) A 
(3, h) ~ 4 because (~, i) < (3, h) ~< q ~< q' and 4 is 2NF; this is a contradiction. 
Therefore, either q < (3, h) or q '< (3, h) for any q ^ q'~ R~;  this means 
[S ~ --  ~ × L] D [R~]. Secondly, we shall prove [S ~ --  7 × L]D [Re~]. Suppose 
that q > (7, k), q' > (7, h) and q ^ q' ~R s,. We may assume q' > q. Then 
(fl, j )  ^ q' ~ 4 because (/3, j )  < q; this contradicts the choice of (7, k). Thus we 
have either q < (7, k) or q' < (7, h) for any q ^ q' e R~,; this means [S ~ --  
7 × L] D [R~]. Summarizing the results, n~{P( [T] ) -  P([4])} = P([S  ~ --  
7 ×Z] ) - -P ( [S  ~-~ ×L]).  P([S  ~-3  ×L])~>P( [S  ~-7 ×L])  will be 
proved in the following. Define a, = max{r; (/x, r) < (3, h)} = #{r; (/~, r) 
S =i - -  3 × L} for /z v~ c~, 3 and b, = max{r; (/x, r) < (7, k)} = #{r; (/z, r) 
S~ --  7 ×L}  for/x v~/3, 7. Since (3, h) > (7, h), we have a, ~> b, for/~ ~ {c~,/3, 
7, 5}, a, ~> h >~ b~ and a~ >~ h -- I >~ b~. Thus, by Lemma 1 (e), P([S  ~ -- V~]) >~ 
P([S ~ -- Vy]) is proved. 
DEFINITION 6. The transformation from 4 to 7 ~ performed in Lemma 4 
will be referred to as the fourth normalization (4N) w.r.t. (o~, i). A subset 4 
of E is a complete normal form (CNF) when it satisfies the following condition: 
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If  (a, i) A q ~ q~ and (a, i) < q, then every q' < (~, i) is full in q~ and (~, i) A 
p ~ ~ whenever p < q and p ~ a × L. A CNF q~ is an evenly partite claw when 
#q~ ~ n(m -- 1). Here, an evenly partite claw is a claw so that ] G --  a~ ] ~< 1 
for any ~ and fl, where a~ and a~ are the numbers of the leaf points on ~ × L 
and fi × L, respectively (Yamamoto et al., 1977). 
THEOREM 4. Let q~ be a 3NF. Then there exists a CNF ~ so that (1) #q5 = #T,  
(2) P(q~]) >7 P([T]), and (3) G(q~) < G(kU) if q~ 4= ~. 
Proof. I f  all q ~ V are full in q~ then q5 is CNF. Assume that some elements 
of V are not full. Let (~, i) be the least one among such elements. Clearly 
(~, i )•  (m, n) and therefore there exists (fi, j )>~ (~, i). We first assume that 
(fi, j )  A qCq~ for any q such that q>(f i ,  j )  and q¢fi  ×L.  Then, by 3NF, 
q A q' 6 ~ for any q and q' so that q, q' > (fi, j). Thus, q~ is CNF if the following 
holds: (~, i) Aq~@ whenever (~, i )<q<q' ,  (~,i) Aq'~q),  and q6~ ×L .  
However, this holds because ~ is 2NF. Second, let us assume that there exists 
q ~ V so that (fi, j) A q ~ q~ and q > (/3, j). Since there also exists q' E V so that 
(~, i) A q' ~ q~ and q' > (~, i), we may apply 4N w.r.t. (~, i) to q5 and find a new 
set ~ so that G(~) < G(~) and p([qs]) /> p([T]). I f  necessary, applying to 
1N, 2N, and 3N appropriately, we may obtain 3NF ~g' so that G(T') > G(~) > 
G(q~) and P( [@])~ P([~])>~ P([~']). Since G(q~, q )= n(m-  1) for every 
q < (~, i) and G(~, (~, i)) ~ G(q~, (~, i)) q- 1, every q < (~, i) is full in N'  
and G(T', (~, i)) >~ G(q~, (~, i)) -}- 1. I f  again (~, i) is not full in T '  and there 
exists q ~ V so that (/% j) A q ~ q~ and q > (fl, j), then we may apply the similar 
IN w.r.t. 1N w.r.t. 
(3,2) and (2,1) and 
(3,3) , , (z,z) 
f ------.... 
2NF 
3N w.r.t. 
(1,1) and 
[~,1) 
FIG. 1. 
with Seven 
performed 
2N w.r.t. 4N w.r.t.  
(1 ,2 )  and (1 ,1 )  
(3,2) 
1NF 3NF CNF 
Demonstration f the transformations u ing a simple graph. The first graph, 
edges, isnot a normal form. The last one is a CNF. The type of transformation 
is noted 'under each arrow, and the type of normal form under each graph. 
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transformation and f ind  a new set T"  so that any q < (~, i) is full in T",  T"  is 
3NF,  P([T"])  ~ P([~b]), G(T") > G(T ' )  and G(T,,  (~, i)) >~ G(q), (~, i)) + 2. 
The transformations must terminate. I f  (o¢ i) becomes full in the termination, 
then repeat from the beginning part  of the proof using (fi, j )  instead of (% i). 
I f  (c~, i) is not full in the termination then the finally resulting set is CNF .  
(See Fig. 1.) 
THEOREM 5. Let 7 t be a CNF.  Then P( [T] )  ~< P([q~]) for all ¢ such that 
Proof. Obviously, if T and T '  are CNF and #T ~- #T '  then T ~ 7 j ' .  
Thus, P([gJ]) ~< P([q~]) if T is CNF  and #q)  = #T by Theorems 1-4. 
THEOREM 6. Let ~ be a CNF and let (~, i) be the least point which is not 
full in q). Let T={qeV;q<(c~, i )}  and S = {q e V; (~, i) ^ q e (P and q > 
(a, i)}. Then P([q}]) = f (T )  - - f (T  -- a × r) /n + f ( (T  -- o~ × L) u S)/n, hence 
f (R )  = P([R]) = 1 - -  H(1 - -  a~/n) for R C V and a~ =- #(R  (~ fi × L), f l eA .  
Proof. I t  holds that [(/3, j ) ]  = [(/3, j )  % (V - - /3  × L)]. Therefore P([~])  = 
P( [T]  u [(6, i) ~ S]) = P([T])  + P([~, i) ~ S]) - -  P( [T])  t~ [(c~, i ~ S]) = 
f ( T) + f ( S)/n -- P([ T - -  o~ × L] (~ [ S])/n =f( r )  + f ( S)/n -- {P([T - -  ~ × L]) + 
P( [s ] )  - P ( [T  - -  ~ × L] u [S] )} /n  - f (T )  + f (S ) /n  - -  f ( r  - -  ~ × L ) /n  - -  
f (S) /n  + f ( (  T -- c~ × L) u S)/n : f (T )  - - f (  T - -  c~ × L)/n + f ( (  T - -  c~ X L) u S)/n. 
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